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A hstract 
Froberg. R. and Clas Lofwall. On Hilbert series for commutative and noncommutative graded 
algebras. Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 76 (1991) 33-X 
Let d,, . , d, be positive integers. We show that there are only finitely many Hilbert functions 
for rings k[X,. . . . . X,,]l( f,, . , f,). where f; is a form of degree ri,. Furthermore, there is a 
Zariski-open dense subset of the space of coefficients of the forms. where the Hilbert functions 
are equal. Both these statements are false in the noncommutativc case. 
Introduction 
A graded algebra will in this note denote an algebra A with a presentation 
A=k(X,, . . . . X,,)/(g,,.. .,g,.) 
where k is a held, k{ X,, . . . , X,,) is the free associative (noncommutative) 
algebra in X,, . . . , X,,, each of degree 1, over k and the g,‘s are homogeneous in 
x,,..., X,,. If deggi=2 for i=l...., r we say that A is 2-related. The Hilbert 
series of a graded algebra A = @F=,, A i is 
A(z) = c dim, A, - z’ 
i20 
In this paper we first study some properties of Hilbert series for cornrnutative 
algebras and then investigate if the corresponding properties for Hilbert series of 
noncommutative algebras are valid. To be precise. let k be a fixed held and let 
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r, n, d, , . . . , d, be fixed positive integers. Consider sequences of forms (f, , . . , f,) 
in k[X,, . . .X,,],wheredegf,=djfori=l ,.... Y. Since f; is a k-linear combina- 
tion of ( ‘I + :i: - ’ ) monomials, we may consider the sequence (f,, . . . , f,) (and 
hence R = k[X,, . . . , X,,]/(f,, . . . , f,)) as a point in A = A:, where N = 
z-1 ( “+ ::: - ’ ). The algebra R is a complete intersection of dimension n - Y if 
f . . . , f,constitutearegularsequence,i.e.,if((f ,,..., J;-,):&)=(fi ,..., fi_,) 
fb;i=l,..., r. This is equivalent to 
R(z)=(fi (l- z”+-z)“. 
i=l 
It is natural to believe that if r s n, then “most” points in A correspond to 
complete intersections of dimension n - Y. This is indeed the case, since we will 
show that the points in A nor corresponding to regular sequences constitute a 
Zariski-closed subset of A. Furthermore, we show that the points in A only give 
finitely many Hilbert series and that the Hilbert series is constant on a Zariski-- 
open set for any given sequence of integers n, r, d,, . . . , d,. 
Now consider 2-related aigebras 
Here each fi is a 1inFar combination of n2 monomials, hence we may consider T as 
a point in A’ = A;“-. It is shown in [S, Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 1.21 that 
T(z)k(l-m-n’)-‘. 
One might expect that equality holds “in general” if Y 5 [n’/4]. We will show 
below that the exceptional points do not constitute a closed set even in the 
Euclidean sense (if k = R). Furthermore, we show that for a given sequence of 
integers 12, r, d, , . . . , d, there may be infinitely many Hilbert series and that there 
is no series A(z) for which the set of points with series A(z) is Zariski-open and 
nonempty. 
Commutative algebras 
Theorem 1. Let k be an infinite field and let n, Y. d,, . . . , d,. be positive integers. 
Consider a sequence offorms (f,. . . . , f,) in k[X,, . . . , X,,] as a point in A = A:, 
where deg 6 = di, and N= c:=, (“‘:::-’ ). Then the Hilbert series of algebras 
corresponding to points in A take anly finitely many values. Furthermore, there is a 
Zariski-open dense subset of A on which the Hilbert series for the corresponding 
algebras is constant. If r 5 n, this constant value is (j-J:‘=, ( 1 - z”,)) /( 1 - z)” and in 
this case k may be arbitrary. 
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Proof. Let R be an algebra corresponding to a point in A. It is well known that 
R(z) = p(z) /( 1 - z)‘, , 
where p(z) is a polynomial with integer coefficients. It follows from an old 
theorem by Herrmann that for all points in A there is a uniform bound K for 
deg p(z) and for ad coefficients of p(z), cf. [4, Proposition 11. This gives that 
there are only finitely many possibilities for R(z). Let c a:“? for i = 1,. . . M be 
the series that actually occur as R(z) for points in A, ii i?(z) = p(z)/ 
(1 - z)‘I = c aizi, then there is a polynomial h of degree <II. such that 6: 2 h(i) 
for i > deg p(z) - n. Hence for i > K - n we have that ai” are polynomials h”‘(i) 
forj=l,..., M. Since {/zci’} is finite there exist a j,, and a C such that for i 2 C. 
a;j) > ,;i,1) if h(j) f h(&l) . Let m(z) = Ciz,, biz’, where hi = min(c) ‘): j = 
1 ,***r M}. Let 1;1. C A be the set of points yielding Hilbert series c u,z’ with 
ni > b;. Then F, is closed, since the condition ai > b, is equivalent o the ~9 +hip:; 
of certain determinants. Since UT_,, Fi = U (1,) F; it follows that 0, L, Fi ii closed 
and that the complement is an open set which is nonempty since k is infinite. Thus 
m(z) actually occurs as Hilbert series for some point in A and the set of points 
with se;ies m(t) is open. If r 5 n and k is arbitrary, there is a point wh JSC 
corresponding algebra is 
k[X , , . . . , X,,] l(X;‘l, . . . , X$) 
with series 
(fi (1 - 2’1,)) /(l - z)” . 
i=l 
This series is also the smallest possible. which follows by induction flo;r. *tie r’*.&f 
sequence 
where Sj = k[X,, . . . , X,,]/(f,, . . . , 8.) and the map between the ‘?_ ,‘s is rrs;rW?li- 
cation with h. As above it follows that the set of points Gth corresp)ndins 
Hilbert series equal to (n;=, (1 - ~~‘0) /( 1 - z)” is an open set. IL1 
Remark. For arbitrary r, n. d, , . . . , d, the generic value of the I Mtrt Wi ;es tii 
k[X i,“‘,X,,]‘(fi,“‘, f,) is unknown. There is however a natural guess. but no 
proof so far but for the particular cases Y I II + 1 and n 5 3. cf. [2]. 
Noncommutative algebras 
Theorem 2. Consider three forms of degree IWO f, , f, .f, in R( X, . X,, X3, X,, ) (1s CI 
point in Euc!idean space R’“. The Hilbert series of the corresponding algebras 
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take infinitely many values and there is no series A(z) for which the set of points 
with Hilbert series A(Z) constitute an open subset of R’* (even in the Euclidean 
sense). 
Lemma 3. The set of points in RBJx with corresponding Hil’bert series equal to 
(I - 42 + 3zz)-’ is a dense subset of W”“. 
Proof. By [2, Theorem 2.61 the series (1 - 42 + 3.2*)-’ is the smallest possible 
series. The forms f, , f2, f3 are called strongly jree if equality holds. Let Fi be the 
subset of II%‘* consisting of those points having Hilbert series c a# with a, > bi, 
where (l-42+3z’)-‘= c b$. As in the proof of Theorem 1 we see that Fi 
is Zariski-closed. Also Fi #R? for all i, since the point corresponding to 
(X,X1, X,X,, X,X,) has (1 - 4z + 3~‘)~’ as series. (This follows, e.g., from [l, 
Theorem 3.21.) Hence Fi is closed and nowhere dense and thus, by Baire’s 
theorem, the complement of UT=, Fi is dense. 0 
Lemma 4. The sequence (ab - ac, bc - cb - c?q, bd) in R(a, b, c, d) is not 
strongly free for any q in N +. The Hilbert series of 
R(a, b, c, d) I(ab - ac, bc - cb - c’lq, bd) 
is equal to (1-4.1z+3z’-z~+~ -’ ) for q EN’. The sequence (ab - ac, bc - cb, 
bd) is however strongly free. 
Proof. Let h be a real number. Let A = R( b, c) l(bc - cb - AC’). In ]4, Example 
l] the following formulas are shown: 
A(z) = (1 - z)-* , 
((b - c)A)(z) = (Ah)(z) = z(1 - z)-’ , 
((b - c)A + Ah)(z) = (1 - z)-’ - 1 ifh=OorA-‘j&N+, 
((b-c)A+Ab)(z)=(l-z)-“-l-zY” ifh-‘=qEN+. 
Put B = R(a, b, c, d) l(ab - ac, bc - cb - AC’, bd). We may consider A as a 
subring of B. We will compute the Hilbert series of B by dividing it into three 
parts: B = A $ AaB @ AdB. The sum is direct, since the corresponding sum for 
R( b, c) and R( a, b, c, d) is direct and since the relations are homogeneous with 
respect to this partition. Moreover, if we give a,d degree 1, and b,c degree 0, the 
relations are homogeneous and hence aB and dB may be divided further. Let 
M:(z) (and M:(z) resp.) denote the Hilbert series of the part of aB (and dB 
resp.) which is of degree n with respect to this new grading. Also, for x E B let 
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IAnn, ( and rAnn,(x), resp.) denote the left (right) annihilator of x in A, 
Then 
B(r) = A(z) + (A(Z) - lAnn.(a)(z))(aB)(z) 
+ A(z) - 1Ann,W(z))(W(z) 
and 
M:(z) = z(,~(z) - rAnn.(a)(z)) , 
M:(r) = z(A(z) - rAnn,(d)(z)) 
and the following recursion formulas hold for n 2 1: 
M:+‘(z) = z[A(z) - (rAnn,(a) + lAnn.(a))(z)]M~(z) 
+ z[A(z) - (rAnn.(u) + lAnn,(d))(z)]M%(z) , 
MS”(z) = z[A(z) - (rAnn,(d) + lAnn.(a))(z)]M::(z) 
-I- z[A(z) - (rAnn.(d) + IAnn,(d))(z)]Mi(z) . 
Now it is easily seen that 
rAnn,(a) = (b - c)A , IAnn, = Ab 
and 
IAnn, = rAnn,(d) = 0. 
Hence from the formulas given in the beginning of the proof, and the formulas 
above, we get 
B(z) = (1 - 2)’ + (1 - Z)-‘(uB)(z) + (1 - z)-‘@B)(z) , 
M;(z) = z(1 -z>-’ , 
M;,(Z) = z(1 - z)-’ , 
M::+‘(z) = zfl - z)-%~(z) + z(1+ &)M;;(Z), 
M:;“(Z) = z(1 - z)-%;(z) + z(1 - z)-‘)M:;(z) , 
where E = 0 if A = 0 or A-‘$%+ and E = zy+r if A-’ = CJ E N’. Summing these 
equations over it, we get a system of linear equations (over Z[[z]]) for (aB)(z) 
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and (dB)(r). This may be solved and we finaily get 
and 
B(z) = (1 - 4.2 + 329-’ if h=Oor A-‘$%+ 
B(z)=(l-42+32’-zY+“)-’ ifh-‘=qEN+. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 2. First it follows from Lemma 4 that there are infinitely many 
Hilbert series. Suppose A(z) is a series which is attained on points constituting an 
open subset of R”. By Lemma 3 we must have A(z) = (1 - 4.2 + 3~‘)~‘. But by 
Lemma 4 we see that the set of points with series (1 - 4.2 + 3.~‘)~’ is not open, 
since we have constructed a sequence of points with series different from 
(1 - 4.2 + 3z’))l which converges (in the usual sense) to a point with series 
(1 - 4z + 3z2)_‘. q 
Anick has proved that ( f,, fi, f?) is strongly free in R(a, b, c, d) if and only if 
&dim R(a, 6, c, d) l(f,, fzl fJ) 5 2 , 
[l, Corollary 2.121. Hence Lemma 4 gives the following theorem: 
Theorem 5. Consider three forms of degree two f,, f2,f3 in R( a, b, c, d) as a point 
in LR’*, The points which correspond to algebras of gl.dim 12 do not constitute an 
open subset of R”‘, even in the Euclidean sense. Cl 
Remark. Anick has independently studied the subject of this paper in [2]. Our 
Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 correspond to Lemma 7.1 and Example 7.7 in [2]. 
Anick also considers corresponding questions for Hopf algebras and Poincari 
series of loop spaces of CW complexes. 
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